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Aril 13, 1967 

JIM GARRISON, DISTRICT ATTORNEY 

FROM: 	ANDREW J. SCIAMERA, ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY 

RE: 	INTERVIEW WI1.i4_MIGUEL CRUZ-  ON MARC- 19, 1967 
IN BATON ROUGE, LOUI8IXNW- 

I traveled to Baton Rouge, Louisiana to talk to MIGUEL 
CRUZ who informed 'me that he was present when CARLOS:BRTNGUIER 
and OSWALD had the fight on Canal Street in front of the Maison 
Blanche Building. MIGUEL's address in Baton Rouge, is 505 East 
Stadium Street on the L.S.U. Campus, telephone #388-2097. His 
New Orleans address is 2526 Mazant Street, telephone 943-0082. 

MIGUEL CRUZ is from Camaguay, Cuba and he came to this 
country December 5, 1962. He says that he does not know CARLOS 
QUIROGA, ALBERTO FOWLER or RICARDO DAVIS. Isaid that he had 
done some work for ALPHA 66 whose leajer is ELOY GUTIERREZ 
MENOYA (who was subsequently captured by Castro ana may b2 a 
prisonar in Cuba at the present time). CRUZ said that the first 
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Thelp him train Cubans for the invasion of Cuba. OSWALD showed 

BRINGUIER a Marine Training Manual that ha had, and OSWALD told. 
BRINGUIER that this mandal told how to train people for warfare. 
CRUZ said that he and BRINGUIER and HERNANDEZ left the store and 
immediately went to Canal Street where BRINGUIER and OSWALD 
exchanged.a few words and had the fight. CRUZ said that he was 
arrested' along with OSWALD and BRIITC-ITIER an s7  sat right next to 
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CRUZ said that he did not know ANDREW ELAC:C.:ON, and cculd not identify any of the people in the picture of OSW.1_LD distributing leaflets in f:ont of the Trade Mart. I showed him a picture and he identified BRINGUIER, CLAUDIO CRUZ and himself as being in the picture. He did not kroa-marnitriE. 
CRUZ said that he knows EMILIO SANTANA and he can re-member that SANTANA was driving a 177777;7771:Ticar7 that SANTANA told him that he was making money working for the CIA taking people out of Cuba. CRUZ said that SANTANA came ES-R11 house one time and wanted him (CRUZ) to give 'him a letter and some papers which would signify that he (SANTANA) was a member of ALp;7.:A ., SANTANA said that this would help him collect some money for the group. CRUZ said that after SANTANA got the letter and some papers he never returned to his house. CRUZ said that SANTANA used to hang around the Florida Avenue Project by the B & C Supermarket where there used to be a lot of Cubans. CRUZ said that most of these Cubans have moved to the St. Thomas Project. 

CRUZ stated that he knows ARCACHA by name only; that he doesn't know GLORIA FORD, DAVE FERRIE, CLAY SHAW, CLAY BERTRAL DR. GUITART, or anything about the Cuban training camp across the lake. 

CRUZ said that some of the members of ALPHA 66 are: 
LOUIS BRETOS:  

was the head of ALPHA 66 and is noV! in Miami. 

=02: 
Sistsr of LOUIS BRETOS 

D.:=GUEZ: 
Now in Los Angeles, California. 

ANGEL DEL HIERRO: 
Who lived in the Parkchester Apartments in 1962. 

DOMINGO EL QUBZABAL: 
Who lied on West End Boulevard. 

_7-.72777: 

LS a 	 Z'f :-.11ana rofssaor. 

Wno is now going to L.S.U. in Baton Rouge. 

CARLOS WHISHMARCH: 
"talho went to train in a camp somewhere with MENOYO to lieutenant in 7idel Cstr's 

A.-S.DRZW 	SCIA::B:RA 
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